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Come  on a style journey!

FASHION
Around the World

India

Japan

Paris

Spain



Carnaval is a spring festival celebrated all 
over Brazil. The most famous celebrations 
are in Rio de Janeiro, where different samba 
schools parade through the Sambódromo 
stadium while drumming, dancing, singing and  
wearing incredible costumes.  

Saturday 25 Feb

2pm Collect  costume 

Don’t forget, the word  

in Portuguese is fantasia.

Sunday 26 Feb

9pm Sambódromo parade!

Add a sequin design to this cuff b
racelet!

Give this model a fabulous Carnaval headdress.

Brazil Samba is a type 
of dance.

Feathered headdresses are up to 1.5 metres (5 feet) tall.
Some dancers, called baianas, 

twirl in hooped skirts.
Thousands of sequins 
and jewels make the 

costumes dazzle.

The Sambodromo can 
seat 90,000 people!

Try these 
colours.



New York City, USA
Street fashion in New York City is inspired by 
hip-hop. This famous music and dance style 
started in the Bronx area of New York 
in the 1960s and 1970s. Today, many 
hip-hop stars have created their 
own clothing ranges. 

Look at the hundreds of styles in 

this New York trainer store!

Design a logo for your own range  
of hip-hop inspired clothes.

Baseball cap

Clothes often include 

logos (small symbols) 

to tell you who 

designed them.

Trainers
Baggy 

T-shirt

Loose jeans, 
trousers  
or shorts

Street art is an important part of hip-hop culture. 

Loose clothes are easy 
to breakdance in. 

Customise this trainer using whate
ve

r

colours and designs you lik

e.



Argentina
Argentinian cowboys, or gauchos, roam the 
country’s vast grasslands. Their clothes are 
tough and practical, designed for horseriding, 
herding cattle and sheep, and surviving 
in remote locations. 

Colour in this geometric fabric pattern.

Styling note:  

For fiestas (festivals) 
gauchos wear full 
traditional costume. 
Everyday wear is usually 
a mix of traditional and 
modern elements. 

A gaucho’s knife is 
called a facone.

Ponchos often feature geometric designs. 

Traditional 
beret or  

broad-brimmed 
sombrero hat

Poncho 

Loose trousers, 
called bombachas

Tough leather 

boots with spurs
Give this horse a decorative 

bridle for a fiesta.

For fiestas the 
horses dress up, too! 

Wide leather and metal belt 

Gaucho lasso 



Spain
The famous flamenco dancers of southern 
Spain wear distinctive dresses with ruffled 
skirts. The dancers’ complex, graceful hand 
movements are used to express their feelings. 

Doodle a lacy pattern on this flamenco fan.

Dancers sometimes use 
accessories such as 

fringed shawls,  
fans and castanets.

Design a flamenco-inspired 
dress to dance in. 

The dancer 
stamps her 

high-heeled 
shoes to 
create a 
rhythm.

Many dresses are decorated 

with polka dots.

The full skirt 

swishes as the 

dancer moves.

A fitted bodice  
shows off the  
dancer’s proud 

posture. 

Thursday 22 July
10.30pm Flamenco performance at La Carboneria, Seville 

Don’t forget!!!! 



Eva sketch with 
colour

Japan
In Japan, kimonos are usually worn  
on formal occasions, such as during 
the tea ceremony. Both men 
and women wear kimonos, 
although the styling is 
slightly different. 

Design a floral pattern for a kimono.
Decorate this girl’s hair with 

Japanese-inspired accessories. 

Don’t forget elaborate hair accessories!

The kimono is 
held in place 
with a wide 
sash called  

an obi.

The sash can 
be tied in different ways.

The tea ceremony is about 

living in the moment. 

Wrap the left  
side of the kimono 

over the right.


